
_ Physics for pre-IGCSE-Homework sheet "19"

Papert: chose the best answer:

1. When water evaporates, some molecules escape. Which molecules escape?
A. the molecules at the bottom of the liquid with less energy than others
B. the molecules at the bottom of the liquid with more energy than others
C. the molecules at the surface with less energy than others
D. the molecules at the surface with more energy than others

2. A substance is heated at a steady rate. It changes from a solid to a
liquid, and then to a gas. The graph shows how its temperature
changes with time. Which parts of the graph show a change of state
taking place?

A. PandR
B. P and S
C. Q and R
D. Q and S,

3. Thermometer X is held above an ice cube and thermometer Y is held the same distance below the ice cube. After
several minutes, the reading on one thermometer changes. The ice cube does not melt. Which thermometer reading
changes and why?

thermometer X
\

/
thermometer Y

the nnomete r reason

A X cool air rises from the ice cube

B X warm air rises from the ice cube

C y cool air falls from the ice cube

D y warm air falls from the ice cube
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v, Thp difljS:mn shows '1 :\:iiigei''}(or. The cooling. unit !!) placed Jt the top. The cooling unit cools the
air near it. What happer s to the density of this air as it cools and how does it 01O"';,?

~_+_-_~n s~y of ~ ••~ __ j__~lOve,,-)entof the air

I A I decreases moves down

" B l!' decreases stays where it is

Ie: increases moves down

i [) I increases stays where ~ is
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